Abstract—In this study we investigated the relevance of high school mathematics in university education. The paper particularly focused on whether the concepts taught in high school are enough for engineering courses at diploma level. The study identified particular concepts that are required in engineering courses whether they were adequately covered in high school. A questionnaire was used to investigate whether relevant topics were covered in high school. The respondents were 228 first year students at the Central University of Technology in the Faculty of Engineering and Information Technology. The study indicates that there are some topics such as integration, complex numbers and matrices that are not done at high schools and are required in engineering courses at university. It is further observed that some students did not cover the topics that are in the current syllabus. Female students enter the university less prepared than their male counterparts. More than 30% of the respondents in this study felt that high school mathematics was not useful for them to be able to do engineering courses.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The motivation for this study is as a result of the poor performance of university students in the area of engineering and mathematical sciences. Most students at university struggle with almost all courses which require mathematical background. Some students fail to complete their courses due to repeated failure of courses that require basic mathematical concepts. Some students have resorted to completely changing their intended degree programmes due to these difficulties. In this study we investigate the relevance of high school mathematics to the university courses. We also expose the gap that exist in the current mathematics syllabus in high schools in South Africa. Some institutions of higher learning have resorted to pre-degree programmes such as the Extended Curriculum Programme (ECP) and science access. These models are used to prepare students for higher learning.

We discuss the problems in teaching, learning, mathematics syllabus deficits, assessment design failures and gaps between high school and universities in other countries. In South Africa mathematics is considered a difficult subject and only a few people do it, there is a perception that being able to do mathematics is more of ability than effort [1]. Leadership in schools play an important role in the teaching of mathematics taught in schools [2]. Initial teacher education has completely changing their intended degree programmes due to these difficulties. In this study we investigate whether relevant topics were covered in high school. The study indicates that there are some topics such as integration, complex numbers and matrices that are not done at high schools and are required in engineering courses at university. Mathematics is taught for long hours and the way how it is presented makes students dislike it [8]. The study of mathematics learning has shown that word problems are shunned by many students yet form the most important aspect of understanding mathematics.

Students also fail to relate the application of mathematics to other subjects [9].

Learning difficulties can be brought about by the use of English language as a medium of instruction, use of indigenous language also lack proper terminology and inability to compete internationally [10]. There are serious gaps in mathematical knowledge content in primary school teachers [11]. Learning is also hampered by socio-economic hardships such as poverty, illness, poor living conditions and poor diet [12]. Male students perform mathematics better than female students in Africa, the reason for this remain unknown [13]. School mathematics is too rigorous than what everyday life and workplaces demands [14]. Mathematical activities are not linked to learning concepts [15]. Changes in the South African school system created a need for the retraining of teachers [16].

Mathematics learning in high school need to have elective topics to enable students to choose areas which they can tackle and according to their backgrounds [17]. Students assessment method in mathematics do not consider students diverse backgrounds, it does not warn students what they should expect, does not consider gender in cases where boys perform better than girls or vice-versa [18].

Mathematics is a core subject in schools all over the world, the knowledge acquired at lower levels is required in level above it and beyond [19]. Mathematics is compulsory in all primary and secondary schools in Kenya and is used to select students to access university education [20]. In the UK the
students choosing to do A level mathematics at GCE level have decreased [21]. In North Carolina in the US, there is a High Schools That work (HSTW) programme that addresses the issue of gaps between schools and colleges in mathematics and science [22].

II. METHODOLOGY

In this study, a questionnaire was used to 228 respondents, who are first year students in the Faculty of Engineering and Information Technology at the Central University of Technology. The respondents were asked to answer questions about how the mathematics curriculum at high school helped them to be able to do courses in Faculty of engineering at diploma level. The choice of respondents was based on the fact that they were accepted in the Faculty of engineering based on merit and that they were all taking mathematics I as their first mathematics course in the faculty. This was a suitable target group for this study because they were most likely to remember the details of their experience in high school.

The questionnaire consisted of seven questions which covered the following aspects; gender, respondents time at university, respondents department, respondents mathematics type (Mathematics or Mathematical literacy), whether it was respondents choice to do the type of mathematics they did, respondents matric mathematics mark range, whether doing mathematics at high school was useful in their engineering courses and whether certain topics that are necessary in the courses in engineering were covered in high school by the respondents, the following topics were considered; differentiation, Integration, complex numbers, matrices, geometry (particularly circle geometry), indices and logarithms, factorization, addition/subtraction and multiplication of fractions without using calculators, long division and mensuration (areas, volumes, perimeters).

The students performance in their first assessment was also analysed and how they tackled certain problems in this test. The students responses were then compared to their performance in the test. This was done by identifying how students performed certain questions in which they acknowledged that they were covered in high school. A comparison was also performed in those questions that they stated that were not adequately covered in high school.

In this study we used SPSS to analyse the data and make conclusions. The methods used in teaching these methods in schools is not investigated in this paper, it is claimed that students use imitative reasoning [6]. We also believe that early introduction of the use of calculators in addition of fractions, long division and multiplication negatively affects these operations in algebra.

III. FINDINGS

In this section the findings of the study are presented in the form of bar graphs, tables and pie charts. The illustrations are shown below in Figs. 1-14 and Tables I-XIII. The findings show the gender distribution from the study, how long students have repeated their mathematics course, distribution in respondents respective departments, the type of mathematics taken by respondents in high school, whether it was the respondents choice to take the mathematics type they chose, the respondents matric mark distribution and whether their high school mathematics helped them in their studies.
Mathematics I for two or more years. 10% of the students who were doing mathematics I were repeating the course and 2.6% repeating more that two times. This shows that there is a deficit in high school mathematics that is required in engineering mathematics. In this study the number of students who were expedited to pass Mathematics I was not explored.

Fig. 3 and Table III show the respondents’ departments. The electrical engineering department attracted more students than any other department with 38.6% followed by the civil engineering department with 32.9%. The mechanical engineering department had the least number of students with 28.5%. In this study the respondents were not asked why they chose to study in these departments. This trend can be attributed to the job market demand in South Africa.

Fig. 4 and Table IV show the type of mathematics chosen by the respondents and whether it was their own choice or not. 99.1% did mathematics and not mathematical literacy which is in line with the recruitment criteria. In South Africa these two types of mathematics are offered in high school with most schools preferring to do mathematical literacy. In this study this assertion could not be ascertained due to the fact that most students who were admitted in engineering had done mathematics only.

Fig. 5 and Table V shows the respondents’ response whether it was their own choice to choose this type of mathematics. 96.1% agreed that they chose to do the type of mathematics they did at their own accord. There are reports that some schools in South Africa are imposing the type of mathematics to be done.

Fig. 6 and Table VI shows the respondents’ high school (matric) mathematics mark.
Fig. 6 and Table VI shows the respondents' matric mathematics mark, 28.1% of the students were accepted in these three departments with a mathematics mark of less than 50%. It was also noted that 4.8% of the respondents obtained a mark more than 80% and 5.3% had a mark less than 40%. This trend also explains why some students struggle to pass Mathematics I.

In Fig. 7 and Table VII, the data shows the respondents' response whether doing this mathematics was useful to them or not. It is also noted that 33.7% of the students indicated that mathematics at high school did not help them in their courses in engineering. This shows that there are some gaps in the mathematics syllabus in high school.

In Fig. 8 and Table VIII shows that the electrical engineering department attracts more male students than any other department. Civil and Mechanical departments have almost the same number. All departments in this study attracted many male students as compared to the female students. More than 70% of male students are attracted to both Electrical and Mechanical engineering departments.

In Fig. 9 and Table IX shows that the Civil engineering department attracts more female students than any other department. Mechanical has the least female students. There were only 56% of female students who were attracted to the Electrical and Mechanical departments.

Fig. 8 and Table VIII shows that the electrical engineering department attracts more male students than any other department. Civil and Mechanical departments have almost the same number. All departments in this study attracted many male students as compared to the female students. More than 70% of male students are attracted to both Electrical and Mechanical engineering departments.
TABLE XI
RESPONDENTS FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION FOR FEMALE MATHEMATICS MARK

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Matric Mark</th>
<th>&lt;40</th>
<th>40-49</th>
<th>50-59</th>
<th>60-79</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>45.3</td>
<td>30.2</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Fig. 10 and Table X male respondents performed better in high school mathematics than female respondents as shown in Fig. 11 and Table XI. It is evident that more female students with a mark between 40 and 49 were accepted than their male counterparts. Table X shows that only 20% of male students were accepted with a mathematics mark of less than 50%, while over 50% of females were accepted with a mathematics mark of less than 50%.

TABLE XII
MALE RESPONDENTS FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION FOR USEFULNESS OF HIGH SCHOOL MATHEMATICS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Usefulness</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>To some extent</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>65.7</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Fig. 12 and Table XII show that most male respondents agreed that high school mathematics was useful in their engineering studies, while more female respondents had the same perception as shown in Fig. 13 and Table XIII. 28% in both male and female respondents agreed that high school mathematics was not that useful in their engineering courses. In this study we observe that a considerable percentage of both male and female respondents agreed that high school mathematics was not very useful for them to be able to do engineering courses.

TABLE XIII
FEMALE RESPONDENTS FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION FOR USEFULNESS OF HIGH SCHOOL MATHEMATICS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Usefulness</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>To some extent</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>67.9</td>
<td>28.3</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Fig. 13 and Table XIII showed that most female respondents agreed that high school mathematics was very useful in their engineering studies, while more female respondents had the same perception as shown in Fig. 13 and Table XIII. 28% in both male and female respondents agreed that high school mathematics was not that useful in their engineering courses. In this study we observe that a considerable percentage of both male and female respondents agreed that high school mathematics was not very useful for them to be able to do engineering courses.

A. Results and Discussion

In this section we analyse the results that were collected from questionnaires. We focus on the research questions of the relevance of high school mathematics (National school certificate NSC). We address the issues of the respondents choices in the two types of mathematics offered in high school; mathematics and mathematical literacy. We also investigated their performance in mathematics at high school and whether their mathematics syllabus helped them to be able to do courses in engineering at diploma level. In this study we investigated whether the respondents covered certain mathematics topics that are required for them to be able to do engineering courses. There were 228 respondents in this study. The respondents were all the first year students in the Faculty of Engineering and Information Technology (FEIT) who were...
doing Mathematics I. These respondents were accepted in the departments of civil, electrical and mechanical engineering at diploma level. Most of their courses require basic mathematics. The following results were obtained and we display it in the form of frequency distribution tables and bar charts.

From the findings in the previous section there were a total of 228 respondents of which 76.8% were male and 23.2% were female in the faculty of Engineering and Information technology who were taking mathematics I as one of their courses. This faculty attracted more male students than females. This result show that female students are still fewer than their male counterparts in engineering sciences.

The respondents time of residency at the university doing mathematics I and which departments they belonged to was analysed. More than 89% of the respondents were in their first year at university and more than ten students where repeating Mathematics I for two or more years. The electrical engineering department attracted more students than any other engineering department. This shows that most students who get into the engineering faculty like to be electrical engineers. Civil engineering and Mechanical engineering attract far less number of students. The Civil engineering department attracted more female students than any other department in the Faculty. The electrical engineering department attracted more male students than any other department in the Faculty.

The respondents choice of mathematics type (Mathematics and Mathematical literacy) and whether it was their own choice or not to take the type they did. 99.1% did mathematics and not mathematical literacy which is in line with the recruitment criteria. The requirements for accepting students in engineering does not accept mathematical literacy. 96.1% agreed that they chose to do the type of mathematics they did at their own accord. 3.9% of the respondents had no choice but to take the type of mathematics as dictated by their former schools.

The respondents mathematics matric mark range and whether doing this mathematics was useful to them or not was analysed. More than 25% of the respondents were accepted in these three departments with a mathematics mark of less than 50%. More than 30% of both male and female respondents indicated that high school mathematics was not that useful to them. Female students enter the university less prepared than their male counterparts. This is shown by the fact that male respondents had higher matric mathematics marks than female respondents. More than 20% of the male respondents were accepted with a mark of less than 50% and more than 50% of the female respondents were accepted with a matric mark less than 50%. These figures suggest that females are likely to struggle to complete their studies than their male counterparts. This might be viewed as the so called affirmative action, allowing more females in engineering. This might have negative impact on the part of females. This explains why some students struggle to complete mathematics I on time. Those who pass this course by marks close to 50% find themselves failing to pass mathematics II and III. 33.7% of the respondents indicated that mathematics at high school did not help them in their courses in engineering. This points to the fact that the mathematics syllabus in high schools need to be revised. The syllabus need to address prerequisite topics for engineering.

Respondents indicated that the topics such as integration, complex numbers and matrices were not adequately covered in high school. Some respondents indicated that they covered these topics. This indicates the existence of different school syllabus systems. Some respondents indicated that some topics that were supposed to be covered were not. Among these topics geometry, mensuration and long division are among those that were not fully covered. This explains why some students who were accepted at university lack basic mathematical concepts.

IV. CONCLUSION

There are more male students enrolled into engineering studies than female students. The reason for this imbalance is not known. A considerable number of students repeat Mathematics I due to failure attributed to the deficit in high school mathematics. The students' distribution in the departments in engineering is affected by their high school performance in mathematics especially across gender. Most students agreed that they chose mathematics instead of mathematical literacy and they did this at their own accord. The students’ matric mark affected their acceptance in the engineering faculty. The usefulness of high school mathematics affected their performance in the engineering with some of them acknowledging that it was not that useful. It was also observed in the study that most female students were accepted with less that 50% mathematics mark compared to their male counterparts who most of them had more than 50% in their mathematics mark. This means that female students join the university less prepared than their male counterparts. The mathematics school syllabus need to be revised to meet university engineering requirements. The high school mathematics syllabus does not include necessary topics, these iclude integration, complex numbers and matrices. The study also indicated that some topics which are in the syllabus were not fully covered, these include geometry, long division and mensuration. Entry requirements for engineering students need to be revised to improve excellence in this area.
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